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Scope of Privacy in This Talk

• Data about individuals

• Collection, using, and sharing of such data

• Privacy is primarily a social, legal, and moral concept
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Let’s start from a recent news about baidu CEO’s talk 
on privacy

https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/uhwph4gFvn0hDpLSCtR0ew









Let’s watch the full video

https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/uhwph4gFvn0hDpLSCtR0ew



On the other hand, when facebook data 
privacy leaks….



“We have a responsibility to protect your data, and if we 
can‘t then we don’t deserve to serve you.” by Zuckerberg



Defining Privacy is Hard

• Lots of privacy notions
• E.g., k anonymity, l diversity, t closeness, differential 

privacy, and many, many others

• Why defining privacy is hard?
• Difficult  to agree on what should be protected from 

adversary.

• Difficult to agree on adversary power.

• Too strong , then not achievable. 

• Too weak, then not enough.

• Information is correlated.
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Privacy

• Latin Privatus, meaning withdraw from public life

• In history
• In 1086, William I of England commissioned the creation of the

Doomsday book, a written record of major property holdings in
England containing individual information collected for tax and draft
purposes

• 19th century, de-facto privacy was similarly threatened by
photographs and yellow journalism.

• one of the first publications advocating privacy in the U.S. in which
Samuel Warren and Louis Brandeis argued that privacy law must
evolve in response to technological changes [1]

1. Warren, S. & Brandeis, L. The right to privacy. Harvard Law Review 193, 193–220 (1890).



GIC Incidence [Sweeny 2002]
• Group Insurance Commissions (GIC, Massachusetts)

• Collected patient data for ~135,000 state employees.
• Gave to researchers and sold to industry.
• Medical record of the former state governor is identified. 

Patient 1 Patient 2 Patient n

GIC, MA

DB

……

……
DoB Gender Zip code Disease

1/3/45 M 47906 Cancer

4/7/64 M 47907 Cancer

9/3/69 F 47902 Flu

6/2/71 F 46204 Gastritis

2/7/80 F 46208 Hepatitis

5/5/68 F 46203 Bronchitis

Name

Bob

Carl

Daisy

Emily

Flora

Gabriel

Re-identification occurs!4/9/2019



AOL Data Release [NYTimes 2006]
• In August 2006, AOL Released search keywords of 

650,000 users over a 3-month period.
• User IDs are replaced by random numbers.
• 3 days later, pulled the data from public access.

“landscapers in Lilburn, GA”
queries on last name “Arnold”
“homes sold in shadow lake 
subdivision Gwinnett County, GA”
“num fingers”
“60 single men”
“dog that urinates on everything”

Thelman Arnold, 
a 62 year old 
widow who lives 
in Liburn GA, has 
three dogs,  
frequently 
searches her 
friends’ medical 
ailments.

AOL searcher # 4417749

NYT

Re-identification occurs!
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Genome-Wide Association Study (GWAS)  
[Homer et al. 2008]

• A typical study examines thousands of singe-
nucleotide polymorphism locations (SNPs) in a given 
population of patients for statistical links to a disease.

• From aggregated statistics, one individual’s genome, 
and knowledge of SNP frequency in background 
population, one can infer participation in the study.
• The frequency of every SNP gives a very noisy signal of 

participation; combining thousands of such signals give 
high-confidence prediction
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GWAS Privacy Issue

4/9/2019

Disease 
Group 
Avg

Control 
Group 
Avg

SNP1=A 43% …

SNP2=A 11% …

SNP3=A 58% …

SNP4=A 23% …

…

Population 
Avg

Target 
individual
Info

Target in 
Disease 
Group

42% yes +

10% no -

59% no +

24% yes -

Membership disclosure occurs!

Published Data Adv. Info & Inference



Data Privacy Research Program

• Develop theory and techniques to anonymize data so 
that they can be beneficially used without privacy 
violations.

• How to define privacy for anonymized data?

• How to publish/anonymize data to satisfy privacy 
while providing utility?
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k-Anonymity [Sweeney, Samarati ]

QID SA

Zipcode Age Gen Disease

47677 29 F Ovarian Cancer

47602 22 F Ovarian Cancer

47678 27 M Prostate Cancer

47905 43 M Flu

47909 52 F Heart Disease

47906 47 M Heart Disease

QID SA

Zipcode Age Gen Disease

476**

476**

476**

2*

2*

2*

*

*

*

Ovarian Cancer

Ovarian Cancer

Prostate Cancer

4790*

4790*

4790*

[43,52]

[43,52]

[43,52]

*

*

*

Flu

Heart Disease

Heart Disease

The Microdata A 3-Anonymous Table

 k-Anonymity
◼ Each record is indistinguishable from   k-1 other records when only 

“quasi-identifiers” are considered
◼ These k records form an equivalence class
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Attacks on k-Anonymity

Zipcode Age Disease

476**

476**

476**

2*

2*

2*

Heart Disease

Heart Disease

Heart Disease

4790*

4790*

4790*

≥40

≥40

≥40

Flu

Heart Disease

Cancer

476**

476**

476**

3*

3*

3*

Heart Disease

Cancer

Cancer

A 3-anonymous patient table

Bob

Zipcode Age

47678 27

Carl

Zipcode Age

47673 36

 k-anonymity does not protect against inference 
of sensitive attribute values:

◼ Sensitive values lack diversity

◼ The attacker has background knowledge
Homogeneity Attack

Background Knowledge Attack

Carl does not have heart disease
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l-diversity

• The l -diversity principle
• Each equivalent class contains at least l well-represented

sensitive values

• Instantiation
• Distinct l-diversity

• Each equi-class contains l distinct sensitive values
• Entropy l-diversity

• entropy(equi-class)≥log2(l)



Differential Privacy [Dwork et al. 2006]

• Definition: A mechanism A satisfies -Differential 
Privacy if and only if
• for any neighboring datasets D and D’ 

• and any possible transcript t  Range(A),
Pr 𝐴 𝐷 = 𝑡 ≤ 𝑒𝜖 Pr 𝐴 𝐷′ = 𝑡

• For relational datasets, typically, datasets are said to be 
neighboring if they differ by a single record.
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Cynthia Dwork (born 1958) is an American

computer scientist at Harvard University, where

she is Gordon McKay Professor of Computer

Science, Radcliffe Alumnae Professor at the

Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study, and
Affiliated Professor, Harvard Law School.

She was elected as a Fellow of the AAAS in
2008,[7][8] as a member of the National Academy

of Engineering in 2008,[9] as a member of

the National Academy of Sciences in 2014, as

a fellow of the Association for Computing

Machinery in 2015,[10], and as a member of

the American Philosophical Society in
2016.[11] She received the Dijkstra Prize in 2007

for her work on consensus problems together

with Nancy Lynch and Larry Stockmeyer.[12][13] In

2009 she won the PET Award for Outstanding

Research in Privacy Enhancing
Technologies.[14] 2017 Gödel Prize was awarded

to Cynthia Dwork, Frank McSherry, Kobbi Nissim

and Adam Smith for their seminal paper that
introduced differential privacy.[15]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cynthia_Dwork#cite_note-7
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cynthia_Dwork#cite_note-8
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Academy_of_Engineering
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cynthia_Dwork#cite_note-9
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Academy_of_Sciences
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fellow
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Association_for_Computing_Machinery
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cynthia_Dwork#cite_note-10
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Philosophical_Society
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cynthia_Dwork#cite_note-11
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dijkstra_Prize
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consensus_(computer_science)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nancy_Lynch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Larry_Stockmeyer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cynthia_Dwork#cite_note-12
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cynthia_Dwork#cite_note-13
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cynthia_Dwork#cite_note-14
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/G%C3%B6del_Prize
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cynthia_Dwork#cite_note-15


Key Assumption Behind DP: 
The Personal Data Principle

•After removing one individual’s data, that individual’s 
privacy is protected perfectly.

• In other words, for each individual, the world after 
removing the individual’s data is an ideal world of 
privacy for that individual.  Goal is to simulate all 
these ideal worlds. 
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What Can Be Achieved Under DP?

• Publishing information of low-dimensional data

• Perform specific tasks for high-dimensional data
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Particular Data Mining Tasks

• K-means Clustering

• Classification

• Deep learning

• Frequent-itemset mining

• Solving genera problems for high-dimensional (and other complex) 
data remain an open problem
• Appears possible with big data
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What Constitutes An Individual’s Data?

• Is the genome of my parents, children, sibling, cousins “my personal 
information”?

• Example: DeCode Genetics, based in Reykjavík, has collected full DNA 
sequences on 10,000 individuals. And because people on the island 
are closely related, DeCode says it can now also extrapolate to 
accurately guess the DNA makeup of nearly all other 320,000 citizens 
of that country, including those who never participated in its studies.
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Such legal and ethical questions still need to 
be resolved
• Evidences suggest that such privacy concerns will be recognized.

• In 2003, the supreme court of Iceland ruled that a daughter has the 
right to prohibit the transfer of her deceased father's health 
information to a Health Sector Database, not because her right acting 
as a substitute of her deceased father, but in the recognition that she 
might, on the basis of her right to protection of privacy, have an 
interest in preventing the transfer of health data concerning her 
father into the database, as information could be inferred from such 
data relating to the hereditary characteristics of her father which 
might also apply to herself. 

4/9/2019
https://epic.org/privacy/genetic/iceland_decision.pdf
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Lesson

• When dealing with genomic and health data, one cannot simply say 
correlation doesn't matter because of Personal Data Principle, and 
may have to quantify and deal with such correlation.
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Big Data Privacy



Privacy and Discrimination

• What if one applies a classifier to public information (such as gender, 
age, race, nationality, etc.) and make decisions accordingly

• Is there privacy concern?

• Better privacy may cause more discrimination!
• From Wheelan’s book “Naked Economics”

• Hiring blacks with (and w/o) criminal background checks.
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The Legal Aspect of Privacy



President Obama's Call for Review of Privacy 
(Jan 2014)



U.S. Supreme Court’s Cellphone Ruling Is a 
Major Victory for Privacy (2014)



























































Location Privacy: A Real-world Example



Location Privacy is  Gaining An Increasing Attention!

◼ A trace/location tells much about the individual’s habits, interests, activities, and

relationships.

--Quantifying Location Privacy, Oakland'11

◼ Suggest offering a “Do Not Track” mechanism for smartphone users

--Mobile Privacy Disclosures: Building Trust Through

Transparency, Federal Trade Commission (FTC), 2013

◼ In a mobility database consisting of 1.5 million people, 4 temporal-spatio points are

enough to identify 95% of individuals.

-- Unique in the Crowd: The privacy bounds of human mobility. Nature. 2013



Location Privacy: Rob Me



Location Privacy Leaking Risk (MIT Tech 
Review 2014)



Location Privacy In Emerging Wireless 
Networks
• While in the past, mobility traces were only available to mobile phone carriers, the advent 

of smartphones and other means of data collection has made these broadly available.

• For example, Apple recently updated its privacy policy to allow sharing the spatio-
temporal location of their users with ‘‘partners and licensees’

• Skyhook wireless is resolving 400 M user’s WiFi location every day

• a third of the 25B copies of applications available on Apple’s App Store access a user’s 
geographic location

• the geo-location of, 50% of all iOS and Android traffic is available to ad networks



All Your Location Are Belong to Us: Breaking 
Mobile Social Networks for Automated User 

Location Tracking

Muyuan Li, Haojin Zhu, Zhaoyu Gao, Si Chen, Kui Ren, Le Yu, Shangqian Hu, All Your Location are Belong to Us: 

Breaking Mobile Social Networks for Automated User Location Tracking, ACM MobiHoc'14, Main Conference, 2014.



Outline

• Introduction

• Related Work

• Overview

• Location Privacy in LBSN

• FreeTrack

• Evaluation

• Performance Optimization

• A Demo

• Conclusion





Location can even reveal your identity

Unique in the Crowd: The privacy bounds 

of human mobility (Nature, 2013)

• Analyzed millions of traces

• Make re-identifications

• Amazingly, 95% of people can be re-
identified with 4 or less points!



Location-based Mobile Social Networks

Super Popularity of LBSN

• Wechat: 300 millions in China

(60 million international users)

• Momo: 30 millions

• Skout: 5 millions in north America

• MiTalk: 20 millions

Common Feature

• Enable location-based social discovery 

• Display the relative distance with your 

neighbors

Typical examples: Wechat, Skout, Momo



Best Practice Location Protection in LBSNs

• Industry standard method to protect users location privacy 

(It is claimed that NEVER reveal users' exact locations)

1. Relative Distance Only: showing the distance 

rather than your exact locations



Best Practice Location Protection in LBSNs

• Industry standard method to protect users location privacy 

(It is claimed that NEVER reveal users' exact locations)

1. Relative Distance Only :

2. Setting the Minimum Accuracy Limit:

(0.5 mile for Skout, 100 m for Wechat)



Best Practice Location Protection in LBSNs

• Industry standard method to protect users location privacy 

(It is claimed that NEVER reveal users' exact locations)

1. Relative Distance Only :

2. Setting the Minimum Accuracy Limit:

3. Setting the Localization Coverage Limits:

(restrict the users' localization capability to 

a specific region.)





Summary of Location Privacy Protection 
Approaches in LBSNs 

• Momo: (Strategy I: only showing the relative distances)

• Skout: (Strategy I & II: shows the distance & enforces the minimum 
localization limit)

• Wechat: (Strategy I & II & III)

Are these "seemly" safe privacy protection 

approaches really safe in reality?



Misunderstanding of the Public

• LBSN users are willing to share their locations because they trust 
these privacy protection method.

• A recent news about location privacy issue of Wechat

Chinese police states that: it is impossible to figure out users exact    

locations by Wechat

Our work shows that LBSN users are facing a big risk of leaking 

their very sensitive location information



Our Contributions
• We identify new location privacy issues in mobile social networks (LBSNs).

• Targeting at 3 popular location-based social network applications: Wechat, 
Skout and Momo and performing evaluations with 30 volunteers from 
China, Japan and United States for 3 weeks.

• We show that:

• Users' location privacy is totally compromised

• locate users with a very high accuracy

• long-term tracking is easy to achieve

• high possibility to reveal top locations



FreeTrack: Automated User Location 
Tracking System
• Target: Obliviously obtain user location

• Attacker capability:

• Need user ID (Not necessarily being friend, nor require your approval)

• Only exploiting public available information

• Conventional hardware

• Do not need to modify applications

• Features:
• Large coverage (Global tracking)

• High accuracy

• Recover top locations



Three attack

methodologies

Setting the bogus

anchor points

Automatic 

input/output 

fetch













Key Component: Generate fake GPS location 
to set bogus anchor points

• Way 1: Intercept network traffic

• Way 2: Utilize test location provider



Add Test Location Provider



Redirect Network Traffic



Real-world Tracking 

• Experiment Setup: 
• 30 volunteers from United States, China,  and Japan

• 3 apps: Wechat, Momo and Skout

• Global Tracking (Momo and Skout ),  covering SJTU campus 
(wechat)

• 3 weeks tracking
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Three Real-world Traces and Inferred Locations
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One volunteer’s three weeks’ trace
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Attack Performance Enhancement by Using Side Information
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Attack Performance Enhancement by Using Side Information
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Accuracy Evaluations

Momo Skout

Wech

at



Recover Top-5 Locations

97

TOP locations: locations that are most correlated to users' identities. 

E.g., top 2 locations likely correspond to home and work locations



A Demo


